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In a detailed response to Lee Strobel's popular book of Christian apologetics, The Case for
Christ, author Red MacGregor examines Strobel's arguments and finds them fallacious, empty,
and even misleading.MacGregor analyzes Strobel's rhetoric and answers his numerous
supernatural claims, from a perspective that acknowledges twenty centuries of advancements in
science, technology, and humankind's understanding of how the world works. MacGregor draws
on examples from parenting, politics, and culture, setting the timeless debate between Faith and
Reason in contemporary terms.In The Case for Christ, Strobel urged readers to think of
themselves as jurors at a trial -- here, at long last, is the other side of the case!



Cross-ExaminingThe Case for Christby Red MacGregor CROSS-EXAMINING THE CASE
FOR CHRISTAll rights reserved.Copyright © 2012 Red MacGregorThe moral rights of the
author have been asserted.The Case For Christ is copyright © 1998 Lee Strobel. Brief
quotations from that text are included here solely for purposes of review.First edition: October,
2012IntroductionIt all happened because of a girl. In 2007, I was a graduate student at California
State University Northridge. There was an attractive young woman working at the Fitness Center
on campus, and on my way out of the gym one day, we got to chatting. She was warm and
friendly and easy to talk with, and more conversations followed. Over time, I discovered she—
like my roommate at the time—was a fundamentalist Christian. Thereafter, religion became an
occasional topic of discussion between myself and the lovely miss.For my part, I had recently
shrugged off the last vestiges of my childhood religiosity, completing a years-long transformation
to atheism. This was around the time Richard Dawkins and Sam Harris and Christopher
Hitchens were burning up the bookshelves with their volumes debunking religion. I had read
several, finding Dawkins's The God Delusion particularly powerful.When the fetching Fitness
Center assistant suggested I read The Case For Christ by Lee Strobel—a suggestion both my
roommate and one of his church buddies had made to me several times over the years—I
countered with the idea that she and I do a swap. I would happily read every page of her
recommended volume, if she would read Sam Harris's Letter to a Christian Nation. I chose this
one because Dawkins's God Delusion, while brilliant, could be heavy sledding. Although Harris's
prose was confrontational at times (as I could also be), his slim volume was a quick read—I had
devoured it in a single afternoon. I considered this a more or less ideal introduction to the
arguments against fundamentalism. So the deal was struck: I would read her book, she would
read mine, and we would come together afterward to share our thoughts. By no means did I
expect her to agree with me, but I figured the conversation would be interesting.During my visits
to the gym following our book swap, I began reading the text she'd given me, while she had not
yet cracked the cover on Christian Nation. I knew that, by the time she got around to starting
Harris's book—never mind finishing it—I would have forgotten much of what I was reading in The
Case for Christ, which was a sizable volume. So I started taking notes. Out of that process grew
the present text. I finished Strobel's book and returned it to the young woman, along with a print-
out of my notes. The lovely miss, of course, had not even begun reading the book I had given
her. For all I know, she never did. The long-anticipated conversation never happened. I
graduated at the end of the year, and never saw her again.I did, however, pass along another
copy of my notes to my roommate's church buddy. He read it quickly, responded with thoughtful
notes of his own, and even went so far as to pass my review of Strobel's work around to the
leadership of his church, in the San Fernando Valley north of Los Angeles. By his report, my
piece caused a minor sensation, though the conclusion reached by the church elders was—big
surprise!—that I had completely misunderstood the Word of God, and if I would come on any



given Sunday, they would be happy to set me straight. That conversation also never
happened.The crux of my argument, as you'll see in the pages ahead, is that while Lee Strobel
in The Case for Christ styles himself as a hard-nosed journalist pursuing facts wherever they
may lead, in fact he is nothing of the sort. Instead, he makes a number of sweeping, unexamined
assumptions which would never have passed muster at The Chicago Tribune where he once
worked as a reporter. For all that Strobel's book had been touted to me by my roommate, his
friend, and the young woman at the Fitness Center—all three held it up as a serious,
intellectually rigorous work—I found it risible, and incapable of withstanding any of the scrutiny
Strobel claimed to be bringing to the gospels.My review can be read as a companion piece to
the book—asking Strobel's "experts" the obvious questions he had failed to pose—if Strobel
makes The Case for Christ, then at last that case gets a proper cross-examination.*****Many
times in the notes ahead, I refer to the work of John Shelby Spong, author of Rescuing the Bible
From Fundamentalism. Spong's book was the first step I took in reexamining all the religious
stories I had been told in my childhood. He gives the reader permission to question, and to
interpret the bible's stories in terms of their greater truth, rather than any notion of factuality—
which the magic-filled stories strain beyond credulity. Many liberal Christians choose to go as far
as Spong, thinking of the stories as metaphor and poetry and full of higher truth rather than
literal truth. After this, they find they can continue in their faith tradition more or less undisturbed.
I found that I could not. I had really believed the virgin birth story and all the rest that I'd heard as
a child; when the factual basis of those stories crumbled, I didn't have anywhere left to stand. I
traveled past the position Spong staked out, all the way to atheism.
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recommended volume, if she would read Sam Harris's Letter to a Christian Nation. I chose this
one because Dawkins's God Delusion, while brilliant, could be heavy sledding. Although Harris's
prose was confrontational at times (as I could also be), his slim volume was a quick read—I had
devoured it in a single afternoon. I considered this a more or less ideal introduction to the
arguments against fundamentalism. So the deal was struck: I would read her book, she would
read mine, and we would come together afterward to share our thoughts. By no means did I
expect her to agree with me, but I figured the conversation would be interesting.During my visits
to the gym following our book swap, I began reading the text she'd given me, while she had not
yet cracked the cover on Christian Nation. I knew that, by the time she got around to starting
Harris's book—never mind finishing it—I would have forgotten much of what I was reading in The
Case for Christ, which was a sizable volume. So I started taking notes. Out of that process grew
the present text. I finished Strobel's book and returned it to the young woman, along with a print-
out of my notes. The lovely miss, of course, had not even begun reading the book I had given
her. For all I know, she never did. The long-anticipated conversation never happened. I
graduated at the end of the year, and never saw her again.I did, however, pass along another
copy of my notes to my roommate's church buddy. He read it quickly, responded with thoughtful
notes of his own, and even went so far as to pass my review of Strobel's work around to the
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happened.The crux of my argument, as you'll see in the pages ahead, is that while Lee Strobel
in The Case for Christ styles himself as a hard-nosed journalist pursuing facts wherever they
may lead, in fact he is nothing of the sort. Instead, he makes a number of sweeping, unexamined
assumptions which would never have passed muster at The Chicago Tribune where he once
worked as a reporter. For all that Strobel's book had been touted to me by my roommate, his
friend, and the young woman at the Fitness Center—all three held it up as a serious,
intellectually rigorous work—I found it risible, and incapable of withstanding any of the scrutiny
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I found that I could not. I had really believed the virgin birth story and all the rest that I'd heard as



a child; when the factual basis of those stories crumbled, I didn't have anywhere left to stand. I
traveled past the position Spong staked out, all the way to atheism.My argument isn't with liberal
Christians who understand metaphor, and who believe in science and reason and evidence.
Instead, I offer this work as a refutation of Lee Strobel's fundamentalist apologia. I don't expect to
change the mind of any rock-ribbed bible-believing literalists. If you're invested heavily enough in
fundamentalist Christianity—if it's central to your identity, as it was with my roommate, his
churchgoing buddy, and probably that lovely miss at the CSUN Fitness Center—there's nothing
anyone can say that will cause you to give it up.But maybe there are a few people out there,
confused as I was, caught between what you were taught as a child by well-intentioned adults
who were just afraid of dying, and the reality of science and nature and the observable facts of
the 21st century. Maybe your friends or family or fellow church members have handed you a
copy of The Case For Christ, either to shore up your faltering faith, or to bring you further into the
fold. Then this short book is for you.It's okay to ask questions, it's a healthy thing to seek the
facts, and it's the mature person who can accept the difficult conclusion of an earnest
search.Good luck out there. Red MacGregorOctober, 2012Notes on Chapter 1In The Case for
Christ, Lee Strobel says he wants to “build a case,” and he does so, but in a deceptive way. He
tells us in the introduction that he wants the reader to play juror. In a courtroom setting, it is
common for an attorney to ask a witness for his own side a series of questions that would
appear to run contrary to the case he is building—questions that appear intended to knock down
his own argument. But of course, the attorney already knows the answers that the witness is
going to give. This process provides the appearance of a tough grilling, but in fact, it always
leaves the hardest questions out. If the author really wanted us to sit in the role of a juror at trial,
then he would have included a witness for the other side, rather than only the one who would
support the argument Strobel wants to make. This is the essential flaw with Strobel's work. We
encounter it early, and it pops up again and again.Rescuing the Bible From Fundamentalism by
former Episcopal bishop John Shelby Spong makes clear that the same material covered here in
Strobel's Chapter 1—the authorship of the Gospels—has been studied by career professional
scholars who produced radically different answers from the ones given here by someone whose
credentials are devoted to maintaining biblical authority rather than making the most complete
inquiry.
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